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the same generation as the Trojan War. The Kadmeians
have been exterminated—avdararoi,, " made to get up and
go," and the vacuum so left is occupied by new immigrants
probably deriving their name from Boion in Thessaly. It
was almost an accident that, if the Greek story is right,
it was an Achaian dynastic quarrel which finally " let in
the jungle " upon the Peloponnese as well. The exiled
children of Herakles, so says the tale, made alliance with
a northern chief, and their common descendants used the
old claim as a pretext and overran the south : the Dorians,
their name also probably connected with the northern
place-name Dorion ; while of the mysterious " tribes " that
occur within every historic Dorian community, the Hylleis
bear the name of an Illyrian nation,1 and the Dymanes
a name like that of the Akarnanes and Eurytanes of the
north-west. The third tribe, the Pam-phyloi, perhaps repre-
sent a mixed multitude (Alemanni ?) among the original
invaders and in any case have nothing to do with the
Pamphyloi of Pamphylia. The Illyrian associations of the
Spartan national brooch, the " spectacle fibula " with its spiral
coils of wire, suggest the same conclusion as these names.
With the colonization of the west coast of Asia Minor
both by Dorians and other Greeks—largely, the Greeks
thought, by refugees flying before the Dorian storm—the
" close of the canon " of Greek heroic legend is reached.
To the refugees in Ionia their own poor deeds seemed
unworthy of poetic telling. They recorded the names of
the leaders who colonized their cities2; many of them
probably historical, some palpably not. But, of the age
that follows, we have not a single legend before about the
eighth century. It is a symptom of the depression of those
years, during which men learned to look back on the days
before the collapse as a " heroic age " when the gods walked
with men. We perhaps see something of it in the melancholy
of Homer: " For there is nothing more miserable than a
man," says the Father of men and gods, " of all things
1	" Skymnos," 11. 404 ff., quoting Timaios and Eratosthenes.
2	Late recension, drawn probably from Ionian logographoi via fourth-century
universal histories, in Strabo, xiii, xiv, pp. 614-49 ; Paus,, vn, chaps, iii-v.

